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1. Thank you
On behalf of all of us, we would like to thank you from the bottom of our hearts
for being open to host this space. This means a lot to us!! <3
2. Context
The radio broadcast All Ears for Jina is made up of readings, conversations,
and music. It is to listen to the voices of the streets of Iran and the intersections
of this feminist revolution with other fights for freedom in the region.
This broadcast is organized by a group of students, teachers, activists,
freedom fighters, and comrades.
3. Disclaimer
All of the things described in this guide are merely suggestions and not
mandatory. In reality, you only need a room, a speaker and a device with good
wifi connection. However, we encourage you to adopt our propositions :)
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WHAT YOU NEED TO
ORGANIZE BEFORE THE DAY
1. Gather friends and allies
Organising is always easier and more fun with friends!
2. Find space
Find a space where you can host the gathering. Some suggestions are your living room, school/university,
etc...
3. Accessibility
Make sure the space is accessible for people with different needs. You can ask beforehand if anyone has
any requirements to make this listening session more accessible to them.
3. Advertise
Please send us the location information and we will add it to our poster template so you can share your
listening session. Share it on social media, group chats, print posters and spread them around, share, share,
share!
4. Make the space cosy
If you have the possibility, we propose that you gather snacks and tea. We suggest dates, chocolate candy
and anything you like and have access to. See if you can get cosy lights, pillows, blankets, and whatever
you'd like to make the space welcoming and comfortable. <3
5. Playing the broadcast
Make sure you have a fully charged speaker and a device with internet connection. If you can, print a
couple copies of the reader's manual that you can find in the google drive so people can follow along. If this
is not possible, you can share the link to the drive with the listeners so they can see it on their own devices :)
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ON THE DAY
1. Set up the space nicely.
Try to block potential external noise, make a nice sitting arrangement, put cosy lights, if
possible.
2. Give context
If you'd like to, give some context to the radio broadcast. Maybe you can share why you chose
to host this space, a bit about the situation in Iran, how this broadcast was organised and so on.
3. Safe(r) space
We suggest that you do a round of introductions, if you don't know each other beforehand.
Make sure everyone is comfortable.
Share that this is a safe(r) environment where people can express themselves and share their
experiences without fear of discrimination and reprisal. We use the word safer to acknowledge
that safety is relative: not everyone feels safe under the same conditions. By acknowledging
the experiences of each person in the room, we hope to create as safe an environment as
possible.
4. Ask for permission to photograph
We would love to ask you for documentation of the space that you held. Please ask the people
participating if they are comfortable with being in pictures. If they are, ask if we can share the
pictures on social media. If they are not comfortable with that, please see if we can share the
pictures with the faces blurred.
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AFTER
1. Thank yourself and everyone!
Please share our deepest gratitude with all the listeners.
2. Share resources
In the google drive that we have shared with you there are multiple resources.
We have gathered texts, posters, zines, stickers, songs and instagram
accounts that can help with being informed and staying updated. You are
welcome and encouraged to print everything and share it with as many people
as possible. We ask you not to use the posters, zines and stickers for
commercial uses. However, you can use them to raise funds for the revolution
happening in Iran.
3. Share pictures
Please share with us any pictures that you might have taken during the
broadcast. You can do this by either sending a DM to @wdkahaven /
GOOGLE DRIVE
@wdkaspin or emailing lotraca@proton.me
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RESOURCES
GOOGLE DRIVE

@AMNESTYIRAN

@EN.HRANA

@CENTERFORHUMANRIGHTS

IRAN 2022 REVOLUTION TIMELINE

@MIDDLEEASTMATTERS

@FROM____IRAN

